Synopsis
Provides an introduction to nouns and proper nouns. Includes an activity.
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Customer Reviews
I thought I would use this book as a starting place for my kindergartener -- I think he is ready for the parts of speech. It turns out my third-grader is completely captivated -- that’s a great book. When the big kid reads it to the little kid, we have a winner. I think the illustrations are simply amazing -- they carry the learning to a much deeper level. I also recommend verb, adjective, and pronoun -- I have all four.

This is an attractively illustrated and nicely written book for early elementary aged children. It covers proper, singular, plural and collective nouns with the theme of space travel. The book also describes a simple noun game to play and includes a glossary of space words used adding to educational value.

not boring at all, this book gets your kid involved. Game activity at the end of the book which had my son wanting to play all night, it’s basically guess the noun, "my noun is a place" then you give 3 hints. "kids go there mon-fri, so do teachers, you learn there." answer is school its a noun.
I purchased this book for my two of my great nieces who are sisters. The oldest just started second grade and the other started preschool. The older one was having trouble with her reading comprehension at school. She called me the day after it arrived to say thank you and how much she enjoyed reading the book - three times in a row the day it arrived.

This book gives cool examples of every type of noun there is. I used it for several different lesson plans and even only used specific pages.
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